
In addition, Fred started into some new
roles due to significant re-organization of
the ministry. A number of paper-based
processes such as forms, manuals,
records, and documents came into the
branch and Fred and anybody near him
seemed to get stuck with many of them. The
idea was to try to use technology to help
reduce costs. From this grew our
underpinnings for the web. We were the
first to deploy browsers and Acrobat reader
to all workstations. A forms index was
created, the first in government, and all
paper-based forms were made available
from it electronically. More advanced forms
products were introduced. Electronic
manuals were developed for the web and
paper updates retired. Scanners and
electronic tools were introduced into the

After 27 years working with the BC Forest
Service, Fred Beinhauer is retiring at the
end of February, 2009.

Fred has had a varied career with the
Forest Service and has been involved in
numerous new and emerging areas over
the years. He has played a key role in the
introduction of new technologies, planning
practices, and applications.

litigation and FOI processes. TRIM was
introduced into the ministry (can't be perfect all
the time) to support electronic files.

In 2004 Fred became involved with some
web application developments. Fred took a
lead role with Lexis phase one, its objective
to enable the electronic submission and
processing of export permit applications
across three stakeholders: industry, the
federal government, and the ministry. Lexis
was implemented and is in use today. In
2006 Fred became co-lead of SOSS phase
two. This development is done and in use by
nearly all region and district offices. It is the
most used web-based application in the
ministry. Fire centres have started to use it,
and word spread around and now many
other government offices are wishing to use
it. Plans are underway to provide this. TRIM,
Lexis, and SOSS have all received awards,
gold in the case of TRIM and SOSS. Most
recently, together with Jeff, Fred is looking
into the value of GPS location beacons for
field staff or the capability and value of RFID
tags.

Fred is looking forward to retirement: fishing
(no catching); hiking; perhaps some music
and song writing; perhaps finish that book
idea; work around the house and kitchen
renovations too. Well, can't all be fun. He
thanks all the people he has worked with
over the years and hopes that the Forest
Service is a better place for all his efforts, or
at least no worse off!

Fred: Your friends wish you the
best on your next big adventure!!!
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An outgrowth of this project was the
introduction of the ISP (information systems
plan) with multi-year and strategic
components . Fred p layed a lead
development and coordination role. This ISP
process is still with us today and done on an
annual basis.

Much started to happen going into the 90s.
And the ISPs reflected this. The growth of the
district network involved both terminals and
increasingly PCs. Taking advantage of this
new infrastructure was more development of
integrated corporate applications. The plan
to introduce LANs in all offices started. This
would replace the old Wang gear and also
support GIS systems. Fred was also involved
in the roll-out of the LANs. To this day we still
have a G and H drive.

In the early 90s Fred shifted to the security
role. Systems to manage access were
stabilized, practices developed, and anti-
virus products introduced.

In the mid 90s, Fred moved back into a
planning role. Yes, that same old ISP is still
with us.

In 1982, Fred accepted a full time position
with the Forest Service. In those days there
was no provincial network, PCs, LANs, web,
or corporate databases. Applications were
headquarter based and largely batch. Early
efforts involved getting some infrastructure at
the district level. This involved a number of
PCs, word processing, local applications, and
dial-up to get a level of services introduced at
the districts.

In the later 80s, Fred was involved with
another round of strategic planning. From this
grew a plan to introduce a provincial network,
email, and a shared corporate database. The
business driver was the functions involved
with revenue collection; hence the “Revenue
project” was launched involving client
management, accounts receivable, tenure
administration, and harvest billing to be
hosted on this new database and provincial
network. Fred helped to coordinate and
manage this project during its four years of
development and deployment.

Fred graduated from Algonquin College,
Ottawa, in 1974 with honours in computing
science. One of his projects was a magnetic
resonance detector system. Think of MRI
without the image. After graduation, Fred
joined Statistics Canada. At first he
developed business applications, some
involving machine language on distributed
mini-computers and later mainframe based
business systems. In 1977 Fred was lured
to the private sector and worked on contract
to develop other mini-computer based
applications. One was for the Toronto
Internat ional Airport for t ime-slot
scheduling. Later contracts took him to
some scientific work with the National
Research Council, for example, doing solar
energy simulations and public displays

Fred's introduction with the Forest Service
started in 1980 as a contractor working with
BC Systems Corporation. BCSC provided
development services to the ministry at the
time. Example projects are Fire systems
c o n v e r s i o n , A p p r a i s a l s y s t e m s
development, and a Log Haul Times
Estimator system. Fred really knew he was
working for the forest service with that last
one.
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